CULTURAL RESOURCE
SERVICES
WHY ATWELL?

PROACTIVE KNOWLEDGE PROTECTS HERITAGE

•

Even the greenest of fields can hold historical significance. Atwell
encourages clients to conduct basic cultural resource audits on
development projects to ensure there are no unforeseen impacts
or surprises during construction. For sites known or speculated to
contain cultural or historical features, our team of archaeologists,
cultural resource management specialists and field staff employ
GIS services, ground-penetrating radar and mapping technology
to anticipate and inventory site features of concern.
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Local expertise,
national reach
Industry knowledge
Dedicated experts and teams
Full-service resources
Aggressive, passionate
professionals
Nimble, flexible structure

CAPABILITIES
•
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Archaeological, Architectural
& Historic Landscape Surveys
& Evaluations
• Class I Literature, Site Files
& Desktop Reviews
• Class II & III Cultural
Resource Surveys
• Excavations
• Prehistoric Artifact
Analysis
Artifact Analysis
Historic Preservation
Management Plans
Research Design & Work Plans
Data Recovery & Excavation
of Archaeological Sites
Conditions & Historic
Property Assessments
Permitting & Compliance
(Federal, State, Local & Tribal
Stakeholders)
Mitigation Plans
Archaeological Construction
Monitoring

Our team regularly coordinates with State Historic Preservation
Offices (SHPO), local stakeholders and community groups
to protect regional and national artifacts – and your business
interests.

SOLUTIONS THAT SURPASS
Archaeological Survey & Excavations
Atwell conducted preliminary archaeological field investigations in
anticipation of a 131-mile natural gas pipeline with a 100-foot-wide
project right-of-way in western Oklahoma. The archaeological
team consulted with the Oklahoma Archaeological Survey and
the Oklahoma State Historic Preservation Office to conduct
background research and establish high-probability areas for
field investigations, resulting in 873 acres being investigated by
archaeological field crews.
Atwell’s investigations were designed to identify, inventory and
evaluate cultural resources in the project’s Area of Potential Effect
(APE) to comply with the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA) and its implementing regulations (36 Code of Federal
Regulations CFR Part 800). Despite harsh climatic conditions,
client reroutes and a tight deadline, the project was completed
ahead of schedule.

866.850.4200

www.atwell-group.com

